Table 3-2
Summary of Water Use Reporting Programs by Jurisdiction *
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*Based on status in 1998

Table 3-3
Summary Characterization of Water Use Permitting, Registration and Reporting Programs
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KEY TO TABLE
3-3 CHA
RACTERISTICS

NOTES
1 The hydropower category of Minnesota’s water use permitting program only covers facilities that divert water out of the river channel.
Currently, all Minnesota hydroelectric water uses in the Great Lakes watershed are in the river channel.
2 Permits for the self-supply domestic category do not include individual residential use.
3 Wisconsin has an approval process for many water uses that goes beyond registration but not a complete permitting process.

Permit/Reg.: Does
the jurisdiction
have a water use
permitting or
registration
program? If
neither, the box for
the category is
marked “None” for
no program or “N/
A” for no existing
uses and the next
four categories are
left blank.
Water Source:
What water
sources (i.e.,
groundwater,
surface water, all)
are included in the
program?
Threshold: What
is the use threshold
for inclusion in the
program?
Capacity/Use:
Does the threshold
apply to facility
capacity, actual use,
or allowable use?
If the threshold
applies to all uses,
“All” is repeated.
Req’d Reporting:
Is water use
reporting required
under the permit
or registration
program?
Data Source:
What is the source
of water use data
for the 1998 Great
Lakes Regional
Water Use Data
Base?

Table 4-1
State/Provincial Water Conservation Programs and Drought Contingency Plans (as of January 1998)
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Pennsylvania

Under the Water Rights Act of 1939, public
supply agencies must obtain a permit before
withdrawing surface waters, but no rules and
regulations govern the water allocation process. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection’s (DEP) Bureau of
Watershed Management is responsible for
water allocations and the Annual Water Supply
Report. Chapter 109.701 (b) Rules and Regulations, administered by the DEP’s Bureau of
Water Supply and Waste Water Management,
provides authority for collection of surface
water public supply water use information.
Administrative Code Section 1904-A (3)
provides for data collection for “other” uses.
Data is collected for facilities using 100,000
gallons (380,000 litres) per day or more but the
DEP lacks statutory power to gather data for
non-public supply categories. Water use data is
collected for all public supply facilities, and at
least 80 percent of principal facilities in other
categories. Data is compiled through facility
measurements and estimates.
Québec

The Ministry of the Environment (MOE)
oversees most of the water use in Québec (i.e.,
quality, hydrology), but several other ministries, agencies and municipalities share responsibilities. Under the Environment Quality Act,
Québec has several regulations addressing
water use, primarily related to environmental
and water quality impacts. The act requires a
certificate of authorization (permit) from the
Environment Minister before a variety of
activities can occur on water bodies, including
operation of a public water facility. The 1999
Water Resources Preservation Act
prohibits the transport of water outside
Québec in most cases. Although the
MOE has the legislative authority to
collect and report on water use, it has
not implemented any mandatory
program and no resources are formally
dedicated for that purpose. To fulfill the
provisions of the Great Lakes Charter,
MOE initiated, in 1994, the collection
of available data from other ministries
and agencies.

registered if it will average more than 100,000
gallons (380,000 litres) per day in any 30-day
period. Wisconsin diversions resulting in a loss
of more than 2 million gallons (7.57 million
litres) in a 30-day period require approval under
Wisconsin State Statute 30.18. The state
Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
collects water use data based on the authority in
Wisconsin State Statute 281.35 and the associated rules in Natural Resources 142, Wisconsin
Administrative Code. Wisconsin receives
information that is either measured or estimated
by facilities on an annual basis for all water use
categories.

Water Use Database
The Great Lakes Regional Water Use Database
provides a common base of data and information on
water use in the Great Lakes basin as called for in
the Great Lakes Charter of 1985. It was envisioned
to be a primary vehicle to support water withdrawal
decisions.
Housed at Great Lakes Commission offices, the
database uses a modified Microsoft Access7 software package using Visual Basic for Applications.
The customized program was designed in 1987 by
Acres International, Ltd. and revised in 1999/2000
by Eastern Michigan University’s Center for
Environmental Information, Technology and
Application. It performs routine database operations
and includes standard data entry, retrieval and
report generation options.
The nine categories of use included in the Great
Lakes Regional Water Use Database are outlined in
the previous section. Figure 3-2 depicts water
withdrawals by category. Each water use category
includes three types of withdrawal/discharge

Wisconsin

Wisconsin’s Act 60, passed in 1985,
provides for regulation of water withdrawals, diversions, and consumptive
use. A water withdrawal must be

Figure 3-2
1998 water withdrawals by category
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